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                  One might think this name doesn't fit this craftsman inspired 2-story custom built home. However, this home is a marriage between refinement and the great outdoors.
SEE PHOTO GALLERY
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                  Challenging lots can make for exceptional projects. As you can see, we were able to do some exceptional landscaping and hardscapes around this custom craftsman inspired one and half story home.
SEE PHOTO GALLERY
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                  Trends are confirming clients are wanting smaller square footage with lots of detail. Meadowcrest confirms this trend. Less than 2500 square feet doesn't mean the details were forgotten in this custom built home.
SEE PHOTO GALLERY
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                  The name of this custom home was derived from the Coachwhip snake that was sunning itself one morning stretched across the 1/2 mile long gravel lane that meanders back to this efficient story and half set on a ridge top of the family farm. 
SEE PHOTO GALLERY
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                  This French Country inspired custom home is on the refined side of this style. Being able to serve and entertain guest and family gatherings from the well appointed kitchen and dining area were of great importance. This area opens into the great room; the center of attention.
SEE PHOTO GALLERY
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